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NOTE FROM THE
EDITOR
I've been planning this moment for the better part of a year,
but it has still taken me by surprise. It's surreal to know I am
writing a letter to you for The Sunshine Review's first issue.

Maybe starting a literary magazine in 2020 was a bad idea,
but I don't think so. It was the perfect time to turn 2020
around and start 2021 on the right foot. And what better way
to begin a new year than with a cheery subject? Enter issue
one's topic: love.
Love endures through the good times and the bad.
It's a simple statement that many people roll their eyes at and place in the realm of
fairytales, especially when it comes to romantic love and wedded bliss. But there's more to
love than romance.
Love transcends time, place, people, and objects. Love infuses our day-to-day living. Some
of us love the work we do, the things we create, and the time we spend with friends and
family.
That's what I asked for when I put out my call for submissions. What do you love? It could
be a person, a thing, or anything else the writer dreamed up. To those writers who shared
what they loved with me: thank you! Your words brought light to a dark year and got 2021
off to a good start.

And thank you, dear reader, for joining me for the first issue, and I hope your 2021 is filled
with love, light, and happiness!

With love,

Danielle Adams
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RESTING IN THE AFTER HEAT
By Moni Brar
The pre-dawn clouds are tall,
indigo sentries that watched over last night.
The sun, a weak rind, will ripen
like a kinnow in mid-day sky.
He readies as the water buffalo waken,
rustle soft hide on damp earth. The smell
of cooking over dried dung patties
anchors morning rituals. Incense
and hot mustard oil split the air.
Pickled lime and ginger are tucked
into warm parontay wrapped in muslin.
Portable sustenance for the long journey.
He will walk west along Phirini Road
to Nangal, past fields alternating
sugarcane, wheat, cotton,
bajra [pearl millet]
jowar [sorghum]
their green gold dense, timid with tender reeds.
Snaking canals glassy, waiting to be fed
and to feed.
He will cut through villages with alleys of dirt
lined with huts of straw and mud,
through Nihal Singh Wala, past lost nomads
with bleating flocks and curved sticks,
earlobes heavy with metal rings and stories.
He will pass Amrit’s house, and see
his widow perched on decaying steps,
while flies feast on the grief on her face.
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RESTING IN THE AFTER HEAT

By Moni Brar

He will see old men carried in ox carts,
young men with sickles cutting mustard greens
to feed mouths of families, oxen, water buffalo.
He will cut through Mahdey, past its dharamsala,
littered with men who gather
because its permissible for men to gather.
He will skirt the edge of the village
where the untouchables tether their lives,
their huts leaning,
lives and huts always near collapse.
He will see women who hide their faces behind
headscarves as he passes. He will walk past
the bore hole in Adampura that draws women
who draw its water to be carried home
with hands on hips, brass pots balanced on heads,
bodies swaying with effortless grace.
He will walk by stray dogs, rabid and mangey,
rifling through mud and garbage and filth,
licking their chops.
He will pass through villages teeming with
life and flies and heat,
through Salabatpura,
through Harnam Singh Wala,
past Bibi Paro temple
and arrive at Rampura
to deliver/receive something –
a message, a letter, congratulations, condolences.
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RESTING IN THE AFTER HEAT

By Moni Brar

He will walk far and then back
toward his village, toward Baudey.
He will walk until he sees the old banyan tree,
a tree he loves, a tree his father planted.
Life in reverse, its roots dangling
from high branches, brushing the ground,
shiny leaves resting in the after heat
of sun long set,
the wide trunk bound with strips of saffron cloth,
a good omen.
Nana-ji: maternal grandfather in the Punjabi family
kinnow: a high yield mandarin hybrid cultivated extensively in the Punjab region of India
and Pakistan
parontay: an unleavened flatbread layered by folding repeatedly
dharamsala: a central building in a village with a large courtyard used for social gathering,
also used as a rest house for travelers
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THE THREE CASKETS
By Meg Fox

N their compartment, Rawdon made as if to lift the suitcase to the overhead.
“Don't even try,” George said. “You'll get a hernia. We can just use it as a footstool.”
The sanctuary space of a train. Somewhere out of the world, a few hours out of
time closed in your compartment, a confessional. Just the two of them, literally knee to
knee, their feet resting on the suitcase, hers between his. She noticed that their feet
were the same size; they could have worn each other's boots. They passed the thermos
of coffee back and forth, questions and answers. Tell me about your family. Rawdon’s
was exotic to her, something out of Evelyn Waugh.
Public school, which was actually private and privileged, was a lineage of names she
recognized, writers, political figures, and academics. Country houses. The clever admired
son. The house captain. Cambridge and then Oxford. Debating societies. Dining clubs.
Editing the Isis. Minor dissipations. George told her family romance in much greater
detail than usual, urged on by his questions, his sympathy, that was the right word. She
thought of A. S. Byatt’s scholar adventurers, teasing out the clues in Christabel’s poem,
“Dolly's silent sympathy,” to find the hidden cache of passionate letters between their
Victorian poets. More than a fellow feeling, feeling with harmony, consonance, but of
support, which wasn't really in the stream of definitions in the OED. She'd looked.
Grokking.
This surprised her. She'd been inclined to take Rawdon at face value, the face he
presented to the world. Now the self-parodic awkwardness fell away. His voice went
deeper. From her father the vial of jizz she went to the Sibling Registry to Ruben's
documentary about the children of the same donor, without ever really making it explicit,
the heart of the matter. She talked about meeting at writers’ camp, about their long and
complicated friendship. Despite her misdirections and omissions, Rawdon read plenty
between the lines. “So, you're going to Paris to be with him?” He sounded very sad.
"No, no, I mean, I want to see him, of course, but he's not waiting for me. He's in Paris
working on a new film.” She tried to distract Rawdon with the MacFarlane connection,
trespassing the Paris catacombs with the cataphiles.
He let her wander on, but when she came to a stop, he said, “But you're not ready to let go,
you want to get back with him?”
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THE THREE CASKETS

By Meg Fox

A deep breath while she put the question to herself. “No,” she said with sudden certainty.
“No, I don't. It was a disaster, Rawdon. You have no idea. You couldn't.
But he could. “It happens. You can be in love with someone, be crazy about them, and not
fit together in bed, be able to satisfy each other. It's happened to me.”
She'd never thought of Rawdon as a sexual being, though she noticed he was nicely
made. Unbidden, the picture in her mind, as if she were a voyeur floating above the bed,
his back, his naked haunches, rising and falling. She turned her head so he wouldn't see it
in her eyes.
“You're not like anyone I've ever met.”
“None of us are. Every one of us unique. An island entire of itself. An immense world of
delight.”
“A lot of us, most men certainly I'd say, what we think we want is to tame the other, the
beloved, domesticate. I'm talking about possession.”
Had she mentioned Byatt? She didn't think so.
“Desire is selfish. It's all about you, what you want. So, of course, the bit and bridle don't
work. There's no place for magic in the tame.”
Tame. Reclaimed from the wild state, subdued, tractable, hence lacking imagination, weak,
insipid, dull.
“The beauty is in the wildness, the shyness,” he said.
“You make me sound like a moose.”
“I'm talking about the difference between the Beautiful and the Sublime.”
“I thought you avoided philosophy?”
“Edmund Burke isn't that hard. And I did start out reading English; it was assigned as a text
for the Romantics.”
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THE THREE CASKETS

By Meg Fox

He was being pretty romantic himself. Talking about her like some fleeting forest creature.
Cunning, too, expertly lobbing golden apples to slow her down. “A bit over-the-top here,
Rawdon. I thought we were talking about ordinary incompatibility.”
“We were. We are. But you didn't seem to want to answer, so I'm trying another tack.” He
took the thermos from her, sat back, sipping, waiting.
She thought about it. Were they good together in bed, she and Ruben? They'd hardly had
time to work it out. And now she had other measures. Literally Sublime. With wings. “I
don't know.”
“That doesn't sound very promising.”
What was he getting at? Was he offering himself? A connoisseur of the sublime. The line
between art and cliché was so perilous. “What next? You promising you'll never clip my
wings?”
He laughed outright, nearly choking on his mouth full of coffee.
“You're the one who brought up Burke,” she said, “who tells us,” she ticked them off on her
fingers, “the formal cause of our sense of the sublime is fear, as in fear of death, Timor
mortis conturbat me. The material cause is all that terrifying magnificence, power,
mountains, oceans, the infinite sky. The sufficient cause comes down to nerves. And
before you know it, it’s God creating Satan and fighting him.”
“Wrestling with angels. We can take wrestling as a euphemism for sex. Check.”
“You really are crazy, Rawdon.”
“I'm just floating it out there. I think I scare you a little. I know you scare me. But there's
something about you that makes me feel protective too.”
“I thought you were promising not to play lion tamer?”
“First of all, I thought we'd established you were a moose.”
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THE THREE CASKETS

By Meg Fox

“An iconic Canadian species.”
“And second, I'm thinking of something more like a game warden.”
“I think I liked you better as a Romantic.”
“Really?” he held up his hands. “Give me a moment to find the right quote.” A pause,
withdrawing into himself, wandering in the stacks of memory. “How about ‘like hues and
harmonies of evening,/ Like clouds in starlight widely spread’?”
“’'Like memory of music fled?’ He's talking about how elusive the spirit of intellectual
beauty is.”
“Dearer for its mystery, if I recall.”
How could you not love a man who quoted Shelley to you? “I like you as you are,” she said.
Sincere for once.
“Well, that’s a start. I feel I should make a more material offering here.” He screwed the top
back on the thermos and gave it to her, so he could rummage in the lunch bag. “Feels like
sandwiches,” he said. He handed her a wax paper wrapped parcel. “No Celestial Flowers,
I'm afraid.”
“What's it called, you know, in séances, when the medium produces flowers and stuff from
thin air?”
“An apport.”
“Was it always sleight of hand, do you think?” They talked about fraud and psychical
research and Houdini and passed back into calmer waters. But it had manifested, the
apport. An invitation to another dimension, where he might prove he was a better lover
than Ruben. Strange that she didn't want to flee.
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LARGER FROM FARTHER AWAY
By Joel Ferguson
I try and mostly succeed
not to hate myself anymore.
Thirties beauteous, trashed
tourist with you in what passes
for a Williamsburg (I KNOW)
dive bar, concrete out back
and first buds of spring, killing
three dollar cocktails,
petting the Weimaraner
a local brings while he does
laptop work, a laugh
about the poor dog's awful name,
Crunchie or Munchie, something like that,
and it's love so much love
as we discover the artisanal
cheese shop even does vegan.

Crunchie

Moved in quicker than some
tired U-Haul joke I'm not
in a position to make, engaged
like a lyric, dang, lying
in the dead grass, a life
not at all regretted
with Ron Padgett's Albanian vay-cay diary
& brass & somewhere
the Brooklyn Ferry.
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MANGO MOSES
By Janina Aza Karpinska

he’d dressed carefully, that is, had wondered for days what she might wear for
the party; mentally putting a tab on several possibles from her wardrobe, and in quiet
moments – in the gaps throughout the days – she would mix & match outfits and
accessories until finally – after several try-outs and fine-tuning: right dress – wrong
tights – which shoes? she was ready. The coat being the final hurdle to secure, and
then, voila!
The 'coach' awaited, and she was off – and in – and, it seemed no-one noticed!
It wasn’t even the host who answered the door, just someone passing who saw her
silhouette appear at the rippled glass panel of the front door, opening it with a cursory
glance and a glass of scotch in one hand. The smile she’d prepared fell flat, and she
tripped as she entered, snagging her new tights with a sickening ‘pop!’ and a rippling
run she could feel ladder up her leg as though in a race: damn!
She squeezed past a cluster of indifferent strangers in the hallway, making her feel she
was a nuisance just for being there, pressing on grimly – to get to the packed kitchen.
This wasn’t quite how she thought it would be. She felt as though she’d walked into the
wrong cinema screening, and perhaps the film she’d wanted to see was next door or
along some other popcorn-strewn corridor. Someone hooted loudly in her ear as they
turned to let her squeeze past; she caught a sharp edge of red wine breath and made a
final push to reach the counter where a bevy of bottles stood waiting to be picked and
dropped, then picked again for want of a better option.
She spotted the peach-colored block that signified orange juice, or pineapple, or some
such, and reached out her hand to lay claim to it – but never made contact. Someone
intercepted - grabbed her hand and brayed out some comment she couldn’t make out.
She tried to pull away, but the grip was firm: damn! Someone was singing to her –
something that sounded like Mango Baby, don’t say maybe – do the tango, Mango-Baby
with me! She was horrified! Mortified! Make it stop! She was thinking: Make it stop! But
the singer was squeezing past the party-goers who stood between them – still holding
tight to her reluctant hand: damn!
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MANGO MOSES

By Janina Aza Karpinska

Then Mango-Man was right there in her face: pressed up against her carefully chosen
dress, which no-one had yet noticed. Mango-Man was smiling – with beautiful teeth that
made her envious. In fact, she was just a little envious of his ridiculous sense of ease. How
could he just take her hand like that and sing a greeting? They hadn’t been introduced! He
hadn’t had time to practice – or maybe he had! Maybe he took as much care with his form
of ‘hallo’ as she took over choosing her clothes? Perhaps he was more than a little drunk?
But, he smelt of peaches! And his skin looked peachy, too. She suddenly realized she was
staring – had been staring probably for quite some while. Damn!
He moved closer still and pressed his peachy cheek against the side of her face,
whispering into her ear: Let me tango you, Mango-Baby, in my arms. Let us leave this busy
kitchen for the dance floor just next door…
Dance? Was he mad? In these shoes? In front of people? With a stranger? Sober? But he
wasn’t waiting for an answer: he was Mango Moses parting the Red Sea revellers – taking
her with him – to the other side.
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WILA
By Helen Bajorek-MacDonald
had my life been frivolous
the end of my days
would be spent
in clouds
dreaming new selves
creating scenes
and events –
summer days a swan
smoothly swimming
past your house
I would call you from your work
allow you to slide upon my back
wing you to meet my star-plaited sisters
cleanse you in the merry dance of
our cluster
other days a horse
wild and unaffected
I would stand stalwart
against the wind of your valley
elusive beauty
winter nights a wolf
watchful from your wood
my primitive wail
would set your skin
afire
persuade you
"O'er watching" Helen Bajorek-MacDonald
(Ostroh, 2009)
THE SUNSHINE REVIEW
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OCTOPUS OPERA
By Monica McHenney

Dr. Sigrid Schultz graduated magna cum laude from UCSC in
1975. While doing a post-doc at UCLA, she worked as part of a
team that identified ocean acidification and coral reef
deterioration as culprits in the 1980's die-off of California starfish.
She has since conducted research to advance our understanding
of the coastal marine environment and its effect on this essential
keystone species. Dr. Schultz retired from the UCSC faculty in
June. She retains emeritus status.
- 2014 Alumni News UCSC

igrid, strands of silver hair spraying in the wind, sets out along graveled paths to a
hidden beach where an elusive octopus lives. Closing the front door too hard, she has
left her husband, Alex, in a cloud of flour, a chef's apron tied around his thick waist. Alex
is the better cook, but that isn't the reason he’s banned her from the kitchen. He's
afraid that she will leave something untended on the stove. The suggestion of
incompetence drives her away at the same time it binds her to him, disrupting their
long and happy marriage. She resents him for convincing her of a truth that she cannot
accept.
It's a short walk to the shore. Descending wooden steps edged by sand, sedge, and
poppies, Sigrid removes her shoes, sets up a camp chair on the beach, then pulls down
her cloth mask to massage the dry planes of her tight jaw. The smell of salt and
seaweed tingle in her nose while cold sea foam kisses her feet. The mid-afternoon sun
warms her face. Her eyes close.
A younger Sigrid wades into the ocean, dips a hand under the water's surface, and
touches the flora at the bottom of a shallow channel that brings nourishment in with
the tides. Sitting on the edge of a rock pool where anemones flutter their petals, she
waves in a friendly way at two starfish resting against a gray and rust collage of stone
and kelp. They return the gesture. One, a sunflower star, clings to a jutting rock, several
fat pink appendages tucked into a crevice. The other, an orange bat star, stands out
against a mass of purple urchins.
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By Monica McHenney

Focused as she is, Sigrid barely notices the octopus until he speaks. A mottled yellow
color, he signals her with bubbles that float along the surface of the water. Spirited and
sly, the ends of his knobbed tentacles accompany his breath.
Lured by his siren song, she leans closer. Immersed in ripples, his words become a basso
aria of grand art and emotion. Under his spell, she follows the octopus past the
breakwater to a depth where she can no longer grip the rough rocks. Her ankles and toes
drift weightlessly. The last vestiges of air from her shrinking lungs expire in a sigh. Digits
morph to suckers — her hair streams behind like arms as her clothing thins to a shimmer.
The freedom is exquisite. Movement is effortless. Fluent and fluid, she follows the octopus
as he speeds through the ocean. She surges under the waves, passing between
undulating kelp ribbons. Something primitive stirs through her, setting the suckers at the
ends of her tentacles into an electric vibration that warms her from the inside out. She
discovers him waiting on a coastal shelf. Snapping her beak, she faces the male octopus.
He turns a dark shade of brown, leaving her peckish and horny all at once. The two lovers
dance, the eddies swirl, and the male deposits a spermatophore in her mantle then darts
away.
When Sigrid opens her eyes, the starfish are gone, the incoming tide swamps her ankles,
and she's wondering what has transpired. A post-retirement dream, she decides. One that
has wormed its way out of her unconscious, taking over like a bad therapist. The regrets
about children she never had. The desire to escape into work at the same time that she
knows how hard it was to convene a colloquium for several years before she retired. The
blank looks from graduate students when the discussions lagged still haunt her. Physically,
too, it was impossible without an afternoon nap. Alex had convinced her to slow down.
Is that why she is unfaithful to him in her waking dreams? Or is it the retirement home
brochures he leaves on her desk? She usually tosses the glossy paper in the wastebasket
next to the printer, angry that this next stage is inevitable. In response to the betrayals of
old age, she's wishing for a new partner who is no partner at all.
In her less than lucid moments, Sigrid thinks that Alex wants to separate her from her
lover. Like opera has intersected with real life. But reason prevails, and she concludes that
he worries when she struggles to find words for the papers she wants to write. The
research. If he says anything, it's with a light touch. As for her wandering tide pool
adventures, he simply comes to find her before it gets too late.
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OCTOPUS OPERA

By Monica McHenney

Wiggling her fingers, she touches the mask wadded under her chin. Olive and yellow, it
features a banana slug wearing a UCSC baseball cap. The sky has grown dusky, erasing
the horizon, exaggerating the ocean&#39;s reach so that it seems the world is submerged
in water. Sigrid hears a sound, a shout above the steady roar of the surf. “I thought you'd
gotten lost.” Alex seems miles away.
But he's close enough that she can see the crinkling smile around his eyes. “Come on.
Your cheeks are rosy, like the first time I met you.” He touches her hair. “At that cafe,
cocoa, and gingerbread, you remember?” Squatting in front of her, he says, “Hey, I made
fig and goat's cheese pizza. It's in the oven.”
Yesterday he found her at lunchtime. Sometimes he says there's a favorite program on
television. Now, he holds her fingers, the warmth of his hand fighting off the chill in her
bones.
Wearing rubber boots, he stands in the moving tide. “Let's go home.”
Home, the mention reminds her of this afternoon's argument, the one that sent her
stalking off to walk the beach alone. He's been less insistent lately. Waiting for the vaccine.
But he still sends for those damned brochures. That’s the conflict they can’t resolve.
Ribbons of kelp slip under her feet, the ocean pulls at her, the siren song of crashing
waves sounds in her ears. Alex extends a hand; she shakes her head, pushing out of the
chair and turning her back to him as she folds it.
When she faces him, he's wearing the mask she made for him from her favorite skirt. The
bright pattern of multi-colored stripes brings them close again. His green eyes are kind,
his hair shaggy, his ample body stout like a bear. He's zipped into a fuzzy brown coat.
She fingers the softness of the fabric. “I'm sorry.”
“Whatever for?” Alex laughs, his arm wrapping around her shoulder, his voice a bubbling
tenor. Sigrid laughs too, a tinkle of glass breaking. Sooner or later, they will sort it out. All
of their disagreements end this way.
On solid ground, Sigrid lifts one foot in front of the other along the wet beach and up the
steps to the place where the gravel path starts.
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DECREE
By Geoffrey Aitken
while
others chase
today
i am reclined
remembering
that sand dune overnight camp
in calmed
echo chamber air
sounding
hollowed reef surf
that welcomed
your firelight gaze
when i discovered
i wasn’t going anywhere
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